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53. The mainstream media, by and large, underplayed the issue. It appears even more so if one
keeps Bofors in mind. The Hindu was almost the sole exception, that too at a rather late
stage: https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/investigative-reports-by-n-ram-on-the-
rafale-deal/article26447043.ece.
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Also, of relevance, as regards the Left:

Also, the further update: <https://www.theindiaforum.in/article/revisiting-evm-hacking-story>.
For a brief comparative study of “Indian nationalism” vis-à-vis “Hindu nationalism” – including both congruence and discordance, may look up: 'Indian Nationalism, Hindutva and the Bomb' - the sub-section 'Indian Nationalism vis-a-vis “Hindu” Nationalism', in particular, by this analyst, at <http://www.europe-solidaire.org/spip.php?article10225>. As regards the project, arguably, of some relevance: ‘BJP’s Real Agenda’, by this analyst, at <http://www.europe-solidaire.org/spip.php?article30113>. That was some two decades back.
secular/liberal cartels that held a disproportionate sway and stranglehold over the intellectual and policy establishment of the country. Under Modi-II, the remnants of that cartel need to be discarded from the country’s academic, cultural and intellectual landscape [emphasis added].”

(See: 'This election result is a positive mandate in favour of Narendra Modi’ by Ram Madhav at <https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/lok-sabha-elections-result-narendra-modi-bjp-government-congress-5745313/>.)
